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DM and baryogenesis                            
as two sides of the same coin

 



1.“Naive”  Moral: Dark matter requires  New (unknown) Fields

2. “Naive” Moral:  New Fields must be Nonbaryonic. Arguments 
come from structure formation requirements,  BBN, decoupling 
DM from radiation, etc

This proposal: Instead of  “New Fields”                     “New 
phases” (dense colour superconductor) of  “Old Fields”

Instead of “Baryogenesis”                 “separation of charges” of 
conventional fields (quarks and gluons) at

Some elements of this idea have been tested at RHIC and the LHC 
(thorough the so called Chiral magnetic Effect and Charge 
separation effect, Kharzeev and AZ, 2007). It is, in fact, initiated a 
new field in hydrodynamics with new CP odd hydro-parameters 
resulted from anomalies. Recent activities:  4-months program at 
Simons Center, workshops at BNL on CP odd effects in QCD, etc.  

1.Two  (naively unrelated) problems:
DM and Baryogenesis (particlegenesis).
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We propose that on the global level the Universe is symmetric. 
The separation of baryon charges is originated at the QCD 
scale as a result of the axion domain wall dynamics (the so-called 
N=1 axion domain wall is characterized by a single  unique vacuum state and the 
QCD-scale substructure inside the wall.). 

Some charges are  locked in form of large dense quark matter 
nuggets (and anti-nuggets).  

The nuggets remain stable over cosmological timescales and 
serve as DM (similar to the Witten’s strangelets but with extra 
pressure due to the N=1 axion domain walls).

We take the advantage of strong CP violation resulting      
from               during the QCD phase transition.  It produces the 
nugget-anti nugget asymmetry. This source of large CP 
violation is not available   anymore today.        

Strong CP violation in QCD: from a “fundamental problem” it 
becomes a “fundamental key element” in resolution of  “matter-
antimatter asymmetry puzzle” in our Universe. 
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Instead of conventional local fields (such as WIMPs) the DM 
in our framework is a macroscopical composite object with a 
typical nuclear density, similar to Witten’s strangelets.

If the nuggets are sufficiently large in size (therefore they 
are  very massive) the observational consequences due to 
these objects will be suppressed by small number density

A small geometrical factor replaces a weak coupling 
constant (typical for WIMPs) for sufficiently large nuggets   

A fundamental measure is the baryon to entropy ratio is 
determined by formation temperature            at which the 
nuggets and anti-nuggets have completed their formation. 
This temperature is basically has the QCD scale                              
close to the gap                      when colour superconductor 
phase sets in inside the nuggets              
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Mechanisms of formation and properties of quark nuggets (in 
colour superconducting phase) and Witten’s strangelets  are 
very different (e.g. no need for the first order phase 
transition in our case). 

Axion domain wall network dynamics replaces the bubble’s 
collisions  in the Witten’s mechanism which requires 1-order 
phase transition.

Excess  of antimatter is locked away  in antimatter nuggets 
requiring   no fundamental baryon asymmetry to explain the 
observed matter/antimatter asymmetry. 

The nuggets  have a large binding energy (~100 MeV) such 
that large baryon charge  in the nuggets is not available  to 
participate in  BBN at T~MeV.

Technical problem with quantitative  computations of the 
nugget’s formation: even the QCD phase diagram is still 
unknown at          . Lattice numerical computations do not help 
much to study a non-equilibrium dynamics for          . ✓ 6= 0
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Matter in the Universe

One part: 
visible matter

Two parts: 
  matter nuggets 

Three  parts: 
  anti-matter nuggets 

A model which explains both the  matter-antimatter 
asymmetry and the observed ratio of visible matter to DM
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The ratio                                            at 
the end of formation is determined by the 
sign of the  CP violating parameter 

Bnugget/B̄antinaget ' 2/3
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 2. Observational Cosmological Puzzles
(naively unrelated story)

Several independent observations of the galactic core 
suggest unexplained sources of energy:

The most known case is the 511 keV line (INTEGRAL) 
which has proven very  difficult to explain with 
conventional astrophysical positron  sources.

A similar, but less  known mystery is the excess of 
gamma-ray photons detected by COMPTEL across a 
broad energy range 1-20 MeV. Such photons have been 
found to be  very difficult to produce via known 
astrophysical sources   



Detection by the CHANDRA satellite of diffuse X-ray 
emission from across the galactic bulge provides a 
puzzling picture:   after subtracting known X-ray 
sources  one finds a residual diffuse thermal X-ray 
emission    consistent with very hot plasma (T= 10 keV). 
Source  of energy fuelling this plasma is a mystery.

The WMAP experiment has revealed an excess of 
microwave emission,  23 < w < 61  GHz   from the center of 
our Galaxy. This  excess, which is uncorrelated to the 
known foregrounds, is known as the ``WMAP haze".

Recent measurements by the arcade2 experiment 
unambiguously show an excess in the isotropic radio 
background at frequencies around the GHz scale.

Origin of these excesses remains a  mystery as all 
conventional sources for these diffuse emissions     are 
not capable to describe the observations. 



Antiquark nugget structure.    Source of emission  
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The flux of gamma rays in the 1-20~ MeV range measured by 
COMPTEL represents a mystery. 

The  models (of cosmic rays) for diffuse galactic gamma rays  
fit the observed spectrum well for a very  broad range of 
energies, 20 MeV- 100 GeV. The models typically  also give a 
good representation of the latitude and  the longitudinal 
distributions. However, the models   fail to explain the 
excess in the 1-20 MeV range observed by COMPTEL.

Some additional gamma ray sources are required  to explain 
this  excess in the 1-20 MeV range (Strong et al, 2004).  
These data  suggest the existence of an energy source 
beyond currently established astrophysical phenomenon. 

The observed spectrum is extremely difficult to explain by 
known astrophysical mechanisms. 

  3.   Excess of diffuse gamma-rays  in 
        1-20 MeV band. Observations.



Non-resonance direct annihilation   would produce a broad 
spectrum at 1~20 MeV which we identify with the excess  
observed by COMPTEL. This continuum  emission  must always 
accompany the  511 keV line and the two must be spatially 
correlated (prediction).

The relative ratio of 1-20~ MeV photons and 511 keV line is 
very sensitive to the profile function of electro-sphere. It 
was computed using the  Thomas-Fermi approximation. There 
are NO free parameters in computations.

No new parameters are required to explain  the excess  in the 
1-20~ MeV range -- the normalization and spectrum  are fixed 
by 511 keV flux and known QED and QCD physics. 

  4.   Excess of diffuse gamma-rays  in 
        1-20 MeV band.    

(example of a typical  computation in this model)



Antiquark nugget structure.    Source of emission  
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 If  DM is originated from the QCD scale the 
relation                   may come naturally as both 
contributions are originated from the same QCD 
physics.

The DM nuggets made of quarks/antiquarks do 
interact with visible matter. However, the 
interaction is  strongly suppressed: a   small 
geometrical factor                       replaces the 
standard requirement for the coupling constant 
(typical for WIMPs) to be weak. It is well below 
any cosmological limits

All effects are proportional to a single unknown 
parameter computed along the line of sight

5.  Immediate  (generic) consequences:  

⌦DM ⇠ ⌦B

�/M ' 10�10cm2/g
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Standard tight constraint on antimatter presence in our 
universe does not apply here as it does not radiate/
annihilate as conventional hadronic matter.

Rare events of annihilation of the visible matter with 
antimatter nuggets provide an excess of radiation which   
apparently have  been observed in different  frequency 
bands: 511 keV,1-20 MeV, X -rays, microwaves (WMAP haze),....

On large scales, the nuggets behave as standard 
collisionless cold dark matter. However: some 
modifications are expected in dense regions (galaxies), 
where DM does interact strongly with visible matter. 

The idea of the charge separation during the QCD phase 
transition at           (the key element of the proposal) can be 
tested at RHIC and LHC.   Recent Experimental results 
( STAR, ALICE collaborations)  support charge separation 
effect (local P, CP violation in heavy ion collisions has 
been observed). 
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DM-Baryogenesis                           JCAP 2003; PRD. 2005

511 keV line  (INTEGRAL)             PRL. 2005

1-20 MeV excess (COMPTEL)         JCAP 2008; PRD. 2010

X-ray emission  (CHANDRA)          JCAP 2008

23 < w < 61  GHz (WMAP haze)      PRD. 2008

w~ 1 GHz (ARCADE 2)                    Phys. Lett. B 2013

mini-review prepared for                                                             
SNOWMASS e-proceedings           arxiv:1305.6318

Relevant Literature 
 (excesses of radiation at different frequency bands as a 

result of annihilation of the DM nuggets with visible matter)



6. Conclusion: galactic excess emissions

“Non- baryonic Dark matter” could be ordinary  
baryonic matter which is  not in the  “normal 
hadronic phase”, but rather, in the “exotic” colour 
superconducting phase.

 In this phase  the baryon charge is not available 
for BB Nucleosynthesis

 A small geometrical factor                       replaces a 
weak coupling const.

Conventional killing problem (for other models) 
of insufficient CP violation is automatically 
resolved here: CP violation  is very large at the 
QCD phase transition; it is diminished by now as a 
result of the axion dynamics.

✏ ⇠ S/V ⇠ B�1/3 << 1



All effects are proportional to one and the 
same morphologically asymmetric normalization 
factor (which is a single unknown parameter in 
the entire framework).  

This is very different (e.g. morphologically) from 
conventional DM models where effect is 
proportional to  

All relative intensities are fixed by 
conventional physics. It covers 11 orders of 
magnitude where some excess of the radiation 
has been observed:   
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 7.Recent development. Prospects for 
ground based (suborbital) detection. 

K.Lawson, PRD 83 (2011), 103520

P. Gorham, PRD 86 (2012), 123005

K.Lawson, PRD 88 (2013), 043519

Expected flux at the earth’s surface

This flux is well below the sensitivity of any 
conventional WIMP DM searches. The flux of 
nuggets is similar to that of cosmic rays near 
GZK limit.

dN

dA dt
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An extensive air shower will be developed 
around the primary particle. 

The shower is driven not by kinetic energy of 
the primary, but by energy released in matter-
antimatter annihilation.

There are many similarities (in terms of 
spectrum) with conventional air shower 
produced by a single ultrahigh energy primary. 

However, there are some important differences  

Generally, the nuggets carry sufficient 
momentum to travel through the earth and 
emerge from opposite side. 



Plot   from  P. Gorham,        
PRD 86 (2012) 123005

Existing and projected limits 
on anti-quark nugget fluxes 

 

CONCLUSION: ground based detection prospects:  
1. Radio emission of anti-quark nuggets with                           
can be studied by balloon -borne instruments such as ANITA. 
2. Analysis of existing ANITA-2 data for these event signatures has 
begun, and results may be expected within the next few years. 

B = 1024 � 1028



8. Isotropic Radio Background from 
ARCADE 2 

• Measurements by the ARCADE 2 experiment unambiguously 
show an excess in the isotropic radio background at frequencies 
below GHz scale. This radio excess seems impossible to fit 
through reasonable modifications to the spectra of known 
background radio sources



The basic proposal to explain the excess: the annihilation 
has been happening between anti-nuggets and matter even 
in early universe at z~1000 (similar to the present 
annihilations at the galactic center)

The nuggets normally make  small contribution to the 
isotropic CMB background. However,   the thermal 
spectrum of the CMB  falls as       below peak while the 
nugget contribution remains essentially constant

Thermal emission spectrum of  a nugget is almost flat at 
energies below the nugget temperature 

This feature of “flatness” of the spectrum results in an 
observed isotropic background “antenna temperature” that 
seems to grow with the third power of frequency (in 
comparison with CMB which should stay constant).
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With computed spectrum we can  now determine the 
present day radio background due to the presence of 
quark matter (anti) nuggets.  This is accomplished by 
integrating the source density over all redshifts “Z” 
correcting for the redshifting of photon frequency 
after emission. 

The integral is saturated by z~1000 and is not sensitive 
to late time complications (such as reheating, structure 
formation, etc)

Uncertainty is parametrized by the initial temperature 
of the nuggets            at the time of last scattering 
(during CMB formation). This parameter is calculable in 
principle as it is determined by conventional physics. 
Our estimates are consistent with                         shown 
on the plot below.

TLS

TLS ⇠ 0.25 eV

5

galaxy and the corresponding density at the time of the
last scattering are about the same. Consequently, TLS

is expected to be at the same eV scale estimated in [27].
As mentioned above, we opted to treat TLS as a fitting
parameter which we expect to be in eV scale range.

To get a basic idea of the scale at which we may expect
the isotropic radio background we may compare it to the
foreground galactic emission which we claim is visible as
thewmap haze. In the environment of the galactic centre
with the nuggets carrying a typical galactic velocity the
matter flux onto the nugget scales as

⇤visv ⇥ 300
GeV

cm3
· 2 · 107 cm

s
= 6 · 109 GeV

cm2s
, (9)

where we use the average numerical values adopted in
[27]. A similar calculation at the time of last scattering
gives

⇤visv = ⇤c�vis

⇥
2T

mP
c(1 + z)3 ⇥ 3 · 108 GeV

cm2s
. (10)

The similarity of these scales (9) and (10), and the rel-
atively weak dependence of temperature on the matter
flux, indicate that the initial intensity of this cosmolog-
ical background should have been similar to that of the
present day galactic spectrum. As the universe expands
and cools the nugget’s contribution to the isotropic back-
ground falls o⇥ quickly and photons produced at early
times redshift to lower energies. This process means
that, at the present day cmb peak the nugget background
contribution to the spectrum is vanishingly small. How-
ever, at frequencies below the cmb peak the flatness of
the nugget spectrum causes the background to eventually
emerge as the dominant isotropic radio source.

IV. EMISSION SPECTRUM

Having established the temperature evolution of the
nuggets as well as their thermal spectrum we may now
determine the present day radio background due to the
presence of quark matter nuggets over the history of the
universe. This is accomplished by integrating the source
density over all redshifts correcting for the redshifting of
photon frequency after emission.

I(⇥) =
c

H0

�
dz

(1 + z)h(z)

⇤DM

MN

dE

d⇥ dt
[⇥(1 + z), T (z)]

(11)
For simplicity this analysis we will ignore the reheating
of matter during structure formation at late times. Ob-
viously a full treatment would involve the clustering of
dark matter into the structure observed in the universe
today as was done in [11] and [9]. However these consid-
erations go beyond the scope of this paper which seeks
only to demonstrate the feasibility of this mechanism of
producing an isotropic radio background. In this sim-
plification we are aided by the fact that the density of

visible matter must be quite strongly enhanced before
the nuggets begin to again contribute to the radio back-
ground. By this time the visible matter in the galaxies
will also be generating radiation at these bands and much
of the radio signal will be lost as a “haze” contribution
to the host galaxies.
We may estimate the numerical impact of late time re-

heating by considering modifications of the thermal de-
pendence given in (8). For example suppose that at red-
shift less than z=10 we allow one tenth of the dark matter
to reheat to a temperature of 1eV (the present day value
in the galactic centre.) This will give produce two terms
in the integrand of (11) one with a temperature falling as
before and the other fixed at 1eV below z=10. The con-
tribution of this second term does not strongly impact
the value of the total integral which is heavily weighted
towards early times. Numerically this procedure is found
to introduces variations in the predicted antenna temper-
ature on the order of a few percent across the frequency
range considered here. Such a variation is considerably
smaller than the uncertainty in the initial nugget tem-
perature TLS . Including structure formation would of
course produce a more precise result, and would allow
for the consideration of small anisotropies in the result-
ing radio background but the present estimate will be
taken as su⇤cient for the purposes of this work.
With this simplifying assumption the integral (11) may

be performed using the nugget temperature dependence
given in (8). The results of this integration are plotted in
figure 1 for a specific choice of the mean nugget baryon
charge of B ⇤ 1025, the initial temperature of the nuggets
was then estimated by a fit to the Arcade2 data. Sim-
ilar fits are possible across the range of allowed nugget
sizes, with larger nuggets requiring a higher initial tem-
perature to fit the data. In all models considered the
best fit temperature fell in the T . 1eV. From figure 1 it
can be seen that the nuggets make little contribution at
frequencies near the CMB peak (associated with photons
emitted at � 0.3eV at the time of last scattering) but,
due to the relative flatness of the nugget emission spec-
trum (3), come to dominate below Ghz frequencies where
the thermal spectrum of the CMB photons fall as � ⇥3.
This behaviour naturally explains the spectral index of
� ⇤ 3 described in [6].

V. CONCLUSION

The main result of this work can be formulated as fol-
lows. If the dark matter consists of heavy nuggets of
quark matter in a high density phase then these objects
may have a more complex thermal history than dark mat-
ter consisting of a new fundamental particle. We have
estimated the thermal evolution of quark matter nuggets
from the time the universe first becomes transparent and
determined the impact of this additional source of di⇥use
radio emission on the present day background. This anal-
ysis finds that at energies near the cmb peak the nugget



Solid line is the contribution due to the annihilations of anti 
nuggets with normal matter at early times (z~1000). Conventional 
radio background apparently can not explain the observations, 
similar to the previous plot  representing ~GHz bands. 



Conclusion.  Prospects for detection

Conclusion-1. Excesses of radiation from the center 
of galaxy. Normalization (determined by the nugget’s 
mass B~10^25)  is fixed by 511 keV line. Other 
observed excesses in different frequency bands 
(covering 11 orders of magnitude) are fixed by 
conventional well established physics.

Conclusion-2. Prospects to  detect the nuggets hitting 
Earth (should be  contrasted with studies from galaxy 
radiation). ANITA-2 or similar instruments. 

Conclusion-3. Prospects to detect  the isotropic 
excess in radio frequency bands (apparently 
observed).  The radiation is originated at very 
different time scale z~1000 (should be contrasted  
from radiations originated from the galactic center 
and from Earth’s atmosphere). 


